
Vni.—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW. Vol. xxiv., No. 5. J. B. Watson. ' A D
Attempted Formulation of the Scope of Behaviour Psychology.' [The goal
of psychology is the ascertaining of such data and law-* that, given the
stimulus, it can predict the response ; or. <jiven the response, can predict
the nnture of the effective stimulus. Psychology emerges from common
sense, and is closely allie I to physiology aud medicine.] A. P. Weiss.
' Relation between Functional and Behaviour Psychology.' [The func-
tionalists have never Khown huw mental activity may control actinn.
Their conscious processes follow the conditions which bring about modi-
fication in behaviour, and hence caunot be said to control behaviour.]
H. Carr. 'The Relation between Kinoti n and Its Kxpressiou.' [Knio-
tion consists of three causally interrelated organic activities : the act
(processes of adaptation to tho objective situation), the emotion (pro-
cesses reinforcing the act), and by-produots of act or emotion. Certain
aspects of all three 'express' the emotion to an observer.] H. Q.
Kenagy. 'The Theory of the Social Forces.' [In group relations, ex-
planation must hark back to stimulus, disposition, and response, instead
of halting upon the plane of mental interaction, suggestion, Eocial con-
sciousness, etc.] D. Starch and 1. E. Ash. ' The Mental Work Curve.'
[Study of the results of forty-five hours of addition. An incorrect ad-
dition takes longer than a correct one ; slow workers make relatively
more errors than rapid workers; long continuance of mental work pro-
duces a slighter reduction of speed and accuracy than is usually supposed. 1
R. A. Cummins. ' Individual Differences in a Normal School Class,
[Physical and mental tests of four men and nine women ]—Vol. xxiv.,
No. 6. S. B. Russell. ' Advance Adaptation in Behaviour.' [A me-
moribed series of overt movements may be modified in such wise that
every movement is incipient only, while yet the series is maintained ; a
secondary series of this sort is illustraby silent speech. A secondary
series together with association accounts for purposive behaviour.] P. F.
Swindle. 'Relevant and Irrelevant Speech Instinct* and Habits.' [An
experimental btudy of the speech habits and instincts of barbet and
cockatoo leads to the discussion of certain problems of stammering and
stuttering. It is found that human conventional speech is merely a form
of behaviour of which stutters, stammers, aud lurger bodily movements
(gestures) are the elements. To conventionalise is to train the individuals,
who are to use these elements, to ctll forth in one another predictable
responses. The author suggests a method of ruducing the number of
unaWred and su]K>rHuuus utterances.] Q. F. Arps. 'A Preliminary
Report on "Work with Knowledge /•«. Work without Knowledge or
Results ".' [Krgographic experiments show that work without know-
ledge loses in efticienoy. and that the coudition is difficult or impossible
to maintain if this work is followed or preceded by identical work with
knowledge.] M. Q. Blanton. "The Behaviour of the Human Infant
during the First Thirty Days of Life ' [Detailed observations upon *
large number of infants show that the ruflox and instinctive equipment ..f
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380 PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

the child at birth is more oomplex and advanced than is usually sup-
posed.] Discussion. F. N. Freeman. 'A Critique of the Yerkes-
Bridges-Hardwick Comparison of the Binet-Simon and the Point Scales.'
[Criticisms of Binet-Simon by the authors of the point scale are in-
essential, or obviable, or themselves applicable to the point scale.]

AMERICAN JOURNAL or PSYCHOLOGY. Vol. xxviii., No. 3. C. Bird.
'From Home to the Charge: A Psychological Study of the Soldier.'
[A discussion of the psychology of the civilian in training and of the
soldier in war, based on seventy-two publications. Emphasises the
effect of opigenetic factors and the rapid adjustment to environment.]
P. F. Swindle. 'Visual, Cutaneous, and Kinsesthetic Ghosts.' [Noc-
turnal visual ghost* may be accounted for by the behaviour of the
positive after-image, and diurnal ghosts by the concurrence of positive
iifter-image and induced negative effect of background. Similar phen-
omena may be obtained as the result of cutaneous and kintesthetic
training.] W. F. Prince. 'Psychological Tests for the Authorship of
the Book of Mormon.' [Analysis of the proper names in the book shows
the ruling complexes of the writer to be connected with Masonry and
Morgan; the authorship of Joseph Smith, thus rendered probable, is
confirmed by otker incidents.] rl. T. Moore. ' Laboratory Tents of
Anger, Fear, and Sex Interest. [Fear exerts the greatest disturbance;
the capacities for fear and anger appear to bu mutually limiting quanti-
ties.] J. E. Downey and J. E. Anderson. 'Retention of Skill after
Lapse of Practice: Simultaneous Reading and Writing.' [Capacity is
largely retained after more than two years, with rapid relearaing and
approximation to the earlier record. There were individual differences.]
A. P. Weiss. ' A Limen Dolour Mixer.' C. U Hull. 'The Formation
and Retention of Associations among the Insane.' [The power of forming
associations is greatly impaired in insanity, while retentiveness is un-
disturbed The temporal ttuotuatiun-span of the insane is about twice as
great as that of normals.] E. B. Tltchener and H. P. Weld. ' Minor
Studies from the Psychological Laboratory of Cornell University.' E. M.
Alspach. ' xxxv. On the Psychological Response to Unknown Proper
Names.' [Intensive study of a responsive observer. The sound of the
word is determining in 30 per cent, of the cases.] E. Q. Boring, A. Lace.
'xxxvi. The Psychological Basis of Appetite.' [Appetite is not, like
huuger, a determinate psychological formation.] E. Q. Boring. ' On
the Computation of the Probable Correctness of Differences.' Book
Notes.—Vol. xxviii., No. 4. E. Q. Boring. ' A Chart of the Psycho-
metric Function.' H. A. Richmond. 'An Improved Method of Using
the Telegraphic Reaction Key.' [Suspension; opening of thumb and
finger.] J. Peterson. ' Some Striking Illusions of Movement of a
Single Light on Mountains.' [The illusions may apparently be accounted
for on the theory of i muscular imbalance due to strain or fatigue. Perhaps
the ignis fulaim has the same cause.] P. F. Swindle. "The Biologi-
cal Significance of the Eye Appendages of Organisms.' [Appendages
which are physically obstructions to vision are biologically significant as
enabling the organism to retain fixated objects.] L. T. Troland. [Pre-
liminary Note: The Influence of Changes of Illumination upon After-
images. [The dimming contrast-effect and ite reversal may both be due
to the lessened resistance of a fatigued area to chaoge in its state of
excitation.] W. R. Wells. 'Value rt. Truth as the Criterion in the
Teaching of College Philosophy.' [Psychologically a sympathetic pre-
sentation of idealistic systems should come first.] P. F. Swindle. 'The
Term Reaction-time Redefined.' [A reaction-time is the time intervening
between stimulus and a response in which we are interested. Direct or
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PHILOSOPHICAL PEBIODICALS. 381

instinctive responses approach the reaction-time zero. A habit is a
response with at least one reaction-time determined by the activity or
activities intervening between presentation of stimulus and occurrence of
the movement in which we are interested. ] A. S. Rogers. ' An Analytic
Study of Visual Perceptions.1 [Vimal perceptions show typical forma-
tions (mode of integration and temporal course) variously based on visual
sensations, peripheral accessories, and central accessories. The visual
sensations are at first the clearest; as the course is run, both number
and clearness of constituents decrease, and the accessories take precedence
over the visual sensations. The perceptions studied have four functions :
figurations! (meaningless), depictive (perceptual), and abstract and
symbolic (intermediate or common to perception and thought). If the
meaning is slight, the component processe* both carry it and suggest
further search ; if it is more definite, the accessories may also perform an
appreciative or orientating function. Meaning correlates only loosely
with number and clearness of accessory processes. KinsBHtheeis in not
invariable.] J. H. Leuba. 'Ecstatic Intoxication in Religion.' [In-
toxication provides gratification fur certain deep needs and cravings, by
bringing a sense of deliverance and energy.] E. B. Tltchener and E. Q.
Boring. ' Minor Studies from the Psychological Laboratory of Cornell
University.' M. Cowdrick. ' xxxvii. The Weber-Fechner Law and
Sanford's Weight Experiment.' [Practice leads to conformity with
Fcuhner'a formula and to divergence from that of Fullerton and Cattell. ]
L. B. Hoislngton. ' xxxviii. An Example of the Fractionation of Data
from the Method of Constant Stimuli for the Two-point Limen.' R. L.
Crane. ' xxxix. The Effect of Absolute Brightness upon Colour Con-
trast.' [Maximal snturations are induced in greys of approximately the
same brightness as the inducing colour.] Book Review. Book Notes.

JOURNAL or PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AXD SCIENTIFIC METHODS.
xiv., 12. W. M. Urban. ' Ontological Problems of Value.' [Attempts
to justify the common assumption " that reality and value are ulti-
mately one." Admitting that ' reality' cannot be identified with
'existence,' potential existence or subsistence, and contains an "eulo-
gistic element" a* a "necessity of thought," the "logical priority of
value " is justified because " every value presupposes the reality of
its object, i.e., the claim to reality is accepted as a proof of it.].
Report on the New York Brunch of the American Psychological As-
sociation by A. T. Poffenberger. xiv., 13. E. A. Singer. ' On
Sensibility." [" It is the observation of a certain difference of lives that
has stung the primitive biologist into inventing mind," and "the em-
pirical or pragmatic method of defining mind begins by identifying what
you would do to find out whether a being had a mind or not with what
.you mean by mind," i.e., "the criterion of mind constitutes its defini-
tion ". So sensibility is defined as " any body that react* with a purpose
we call its own to a change of mechanical conditions within its contours
displays sensibility ". The intensity of as pure sensation as can be found
ix to be ascertained from the reaction* of jxiranuicium to the stimulus of
different water-temperatures ; as for quality, " it is only when a subject
responds to one quality of stimulus in a way it dues not react to another
that we have any reason fur attributing to it sensations of different
quality ".] C. I. L-ewls. « The Issues concerning Material Implication.'
[Reply to Wiener in xiii., 24. Denies that Russell's ' material implica-
tion ' fa " the relation we ordinarily have in mind when we say that q
can be inferred from p," and that it should be adopted : it leads to the
peculiar theorem that ' a false proposition implies any proposition,' and
40 many theorems " which can never be <>f the slightest Talue aa prin-
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382 PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

oiples of inference ". Wiener has not refuted the charge that Russell's
postulates though true may " materially imply theorems which are quite
irrelevant," and HO " it is not demonstrated that the theorems of the
system of material implication can be inferred from the postulates "1
xiv., 15. D. Drake. ' A Cul-de-Sac for Realism.' [Epistemologicat
(naive) realism is impracticable because " the character of our sense-
qualities is a function of the nature of our sense-organs and brains nud
our position in space ".] F. J. E. Woodbridge. ' Comment on Pmf.
Brown's "Matter and Energy".' [Of. xiv., 3. Objects to his uw of
' practical'.] H. C. Brown. ' Concerning Professor Woodbridge's
"Comment".' [Explains.] E. L. Thorndlke. ' On the Function of
Visual Imagery and ita Measurement from Individual Reports' [Good,
visual isers hare only a very flight advantage over bad in judging relative
magnitude or proportion.] xiv., 15. S. E. Jell If fe. ' Priority and
Progress.' [A Freudian rhapsody.] H. W. Wright. 'Spirit and
Matter : A Reply to Dr. Dashiell.' [Of. xiv., 3. Objects to the ' scrap-
ping ' of old problems by pra^natists ] E. L. Schaub. Re]x>rt on the
Seventeeuth Annual Meeting of the Western Philosophical Association,
which chiefly discussed the r.ality of History and of God, and man's
independence of his physical organism and environment. xiv., 20.
H. N. Wieman. 'A Criticism of Coordination as Criterion of Moral
Value.' [Organisation does not necessarily mean coordination and har-
mony, and there is in man " an ineradicable interest which oanuot he
satisfied save in the balanced interplay of antagonistic impulses ". Thus
there may be conflict which i» creative of value, as well an destructive,
e.g., in discussion or investigation of problems, and it would )>e a great
moral achievement to '' make maladjustment and discord as such a form
of positive value ".] H. K. Haberlln. ' The Concept of the Uncon-
scious.' [Suggests that the unconscious is a limiting concept due to the
fact that "no idea is entirely conscious" because in every experience
there is much that is not in the focus of attention, but nevertheless
" felt," and the source of the affective tone. Hence " in all cases of
so-called unconscious processes we are really dealing with an affective tone
which caunot be amplified into an ideations! image of the experience
represented. The dynamic metamorphosis of the affective to the idea-
tional is for some reason inhibited. The non-actualised affective tone
refers back to n specific experience in exactly the same way as does an
act of memory. It is called unconscious because its subject-matter is not
visualised in the form of an idea."] B. W. Van Riper. ' Philosophy
and Edification.' ["Philosophy must always have a personal aspect or
bearing, because it deals with the very setting of life."] xiv., 21.
A. H. Lloyd. ' Paychophysteal Parallelism : A Psychological Episode in.
History.' ["Life's values have been kept aloof and institutional, and
have been in-so-far other-worldly and impractical, while life's rottl work,
hard and 'practical.' has been extra-mural and so unspiritualized."J
D. W. Fisher. 'Prof. Urban'* Value-Theory.' [Rigorous criticism
under ten heads.] xiv., 22. H. B. Alexander. ' Rousseau and Political
Humanitarianism.' [A survey of social theory aprnjyos of C. E. Vauglmn's
edition of Rousseau.] xiv, 23. H. J. Davenport. 'Scojte, Method,
and Psychology in Economics.' [Contrasts and discusses the views of
H. W. Stuart (iu Crextiot IIIMUIJUHC) that the ethical and economic
fields interpenetrate, and of Warner Fit*), that whatever is economic is
ai such not ethical. ] D. L. Oeyer. 'The Relation of Truth to Test*.'
[Demands a clear distinction between the definition and the criterion of
truth, and object) to their identification by the pragmatic test of veri-
fication. (1) How many tests are required ! (2) made by whom f (3) if
verification is not infallible, h»w cau it yield a definition '. (4) how about
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PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS. 383

accidental discoveries ? B. Russell's views are then criticised and rejected
because " we cannot know in any given case whether we axe genuinely or
only apparently in touch with reality ". C. S. Peirce's definition of truth
as the ' limit' to which opinion ultimately tends is psychological and
" obviously useless as a criterion ". It is then admitted that experiment
is the first and most decisive test. Then come coherence, clearness and
distinctness of idea, simplicity, (inconceivability of negation, etc. But
as the premises from reasoning can never be proved to be absolutely true,
" it aeeins best to call the results secured by the formal tests not abso-
lutely true but absolutely valid ". Finally, therefore, the author accept*
(from Poincare and Alfred Sidgwick) the rejection of absolute truth which
his first three objections to pragmatism had begun by presupposing.]
B. Ruml. ' Coefficients of Diagnostic Value.' [To show that the
Bravais-Pearson coefficient of correlation is misleading.] riv., 24.
F. C. S. Schiller. ' Aristotle and the Practical Syllogism.' [To show
that the doctrine so called is not adequately stated in Eth. Aw-., vii.,
3, does not yield an adequate account of the application of logic to
action, does not explain at.patria, has not anticipated Dewey's account of
practical judgments, nod is not a refutation thereof. On the contrary,
there is to be found in Aristotle an incipient recognition that truth and
falsity are logical values, and this should conduct to the conclusion thnt
"all judgments which claim 'truth' are, in a very important sense.
' practical' ".] W. R. Wells. ' Two Common Fallacies in the Logic of
Religion.' [(1) '-The pragmatic fallacy" is "a confusion between the
value and the truth of religious beliefs," (2) that of the " false attribution "
of " the so-called religious experience to outside, ' higher,' forces in cases
where, in reality, the cause of the experience is merely physiological—
from ' below ' and not from ' above'". James is accused both of making
the truth synonymous with the survival value of beliefs and of encourag-
ing the mystics' ' false attribution ' ^ " rw«v» < TV* n/»n»'a Tknolifr
and Dualism.' [A reply to xiv.

REVUE DS M4XAFHYBIQDI ET DE MORALE. Vol. xxiv. No. 3. May,
1017. A. Esplnas. ' L'idee initiate de la philosophic de Descartes.'
[With this article should be compared an important article by G.
Milhaud in a recent number of this Rente.] V. Detbos. 'De la
m&hode en histoire de la philosophic.' [The second of Delbos' pr«-
thumous lectures (see the notice of the Revue for March, 1917). This
lecture is occupied with the materials of the historical reconstitution of
doctrines.] L. Couturat. 'La logique algorithmique et le calcul des
probabilities. "[Extraot from a treatise on symbolic logic which dates
from before 1902 and which was unfinished. This treatise is quite dis-
tinct from the later Manuel de Logtitique which will shortly be published
separately. The present article is of the greatest interest.] A. Padoa.
' Des consequences d'un changement d'ideen primitives dans une theorie
d£duotive quelconque.' [Occupied with a mode of intellectual activity
which follows a process that may be called ' impersonal,' which is exer-
cised when we transform a given deductive theory, And in which the only
modifications are a reduction or a replacement of the primitive ideas or
postulates.] Questions pratiques. Q. Davy. 'Pourquoi vaut la foi
juree. R. rl. ' Reflexions sur la discipline militaire.'

' SciBimx' (RivisTA DI SCIBKIA). Vol. xxiL, July, 1917. Q. Loria.
'Lo spettro dell'immaginario in geometria.' [The imaginary in geometry
has passed through phases of development which are strikingly like th<oe
brought out in the same authors paper on imaginary numbers iu Seteiifia
tot February, 1917.] H. de Vrtes. ' La selection direct* dans les lignee*
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pures ' H. Delacroix. ' Le mysticisme et la religion. II«n« pSrtie :
Leu rapports du mysticisms et de la religion.' S. Webb. 'The British
Labour Movement under War Pressure.' R. Mictaels. 'La sphere
historique de Home.' Book Reviews. [Of interest to readers of Mum
lire reviews of E. Claparede's Psychologic de Venfant et pedagogic expfri-
mentalc (Geneva, 1916), F. 8. Chapin's Introduction to the Stiuly of
Xocial Evolution: the Prc-historic Period (2nd ed., New York, 1916),
»nd Thomas WhitUker's Oriyint of Christianity (London, 1914).] Re-
view of Reviews. Frenoh translations of articles in Italian and Knglish.
Vol. xxii., August, 1917. C V. 1— Charlier. 'Conceptions monisiique
et dualistique de l'univers stellaire.' W.B.Wright . "The Interglacial
Problem.' E. Rlgnano. ' Les diverses inentalites logiques.' [' The
general cunolusion is that, in the determination of the various character-
istics of the logical faculty, which would be called intellective pur ex-
cellnicc, the affective nature of the individual is of very great importance.
Indeed it is to this nature that is due almost exclusively, as we liave seen
in uur Htudy of metaphysical reasoning, the great division of thiukers into
positivints and metaphysicians. . . . It is also to the affective nature, as
the present study lias shown us, that—even in the positive fieM, the
domain of pure constructive reasoning—is due the great division of logical
minds into synthetic and analytic ones. The remarks on Germans'
auditive nature as opposed to French and British visualiuers are interest-
ing whether true or not.] A. Lorla. 'Problemi del dopo guerra.' L.
Levy-Bruhl. ' Les aspects nouveaux de la guerre.' Book Reviews.
[Those of particular interest to readers of MIMD are of J. B. Watson's
Jtrhacinr : An Introduction to Comparative Psychology (New York, 1915).
F. de Saussure's Cours de linguistujue grne.raie (Lausaune and Paris,
191o), and M. Tougan-Baranowsky's V!volution historitpu <iw socialisms
iiwdrrne (Paris, 1913).] Review of Reviews. Chronicle. French transla-
tions of articles in English and Italian. Series ii. Vol. xxii., September,
1917. F. Qomes Telxeira. 'Le grand probleme de l'antiquite : La
quadrature du cercle.' [Short historical sketch from ancient down to
modern times.] A. Mlell. 'II periodo atoinioo modemo. Parte Ia. I
dnti del problema.' Reginald A. Daly. 'Origin of the living Coral
R»ef.' Sir Erie Richards. 'The Issues at Stake in this War.' Qfullo
DIena. ' Sur l'action que les Estate de l'Entente peavent exercer pour le
progres du droit international.' Book ReviewB. [Those of special in-
terest to readers of Mnrs are K. Wicksell's VoiU*tmyen lifter National-
iilvnoinie anf Grundlagc de* Maniinalprinziptx : Thtorttinchtr Tltoeil, vol. i.,
Jena, 1913; L. C. Marshall, C.'W. Wright, and J. Field's Material* for
th<- Shut;/ of Elrnuntnnj Economic*, Chicago, 1914 ; C. J. Bullock's Elements
<•/ Et-ononiirt, New Yorkf 1914; and W. Zawadski's Le* muthe'iiintiquet
i'l'plii1"*'* II r<fcoin>i,iie polititjiic, Paris, 1914.] General Review. S.
Jankelevltch. ' Science pore et science appliquee.' Review of Reviews.
Chronicle. French translations of articles in Italian and English.—
Series ii. Vol. xxii., October, 1917- Ph. E. B. Jourdaln. 'The In-
fluence of Fourier's Theory of the Conduction of Heat on the Develop-
ment of Pure Mathematics.' [Fourier's theory has been considered from
the epifltemological point of view by Mach. Here it is argued that a
logical completion of such investigations as were begun by Fourier is
necessary, both for ensuring the consistency with themselves and with
<jnc another of our physical theories and even for the pur)>ose of possible
experimental verification or disproof. Thus, from the standpoint of
mathematical physios itaelf, the modern refined work on the logical
principles of mathematics is important.] Q. Armellinl. 'Le comete e
ii calcole dalle probability.' Stanilas Meunler. Les hypotheses recentes
<.'>nernant l'ongine et l'economie de In croute terrestre. E. Carnevale.
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' L'intervention du Souverain Pontife au congrfcs de U paii ' A. B.
Bos well. 'The Polish Question.' Critical Note. Alessandro Levi.
' Vere la sociologie scientifique.' [On Vilfredo l'areto's Trattato di tm.-io-
logia generate, Firenze, 1916.1 Book Reviows. [The books on economics
•re A. W. Shaw's Some Problem* in Market Distribution (Cambridge, Mass.,
1915), nod E. D. Durand's The Trust- Problem (Cambridge, Mass., 1915).]
Review of Reviews. French translations of articles in English and
Italian.—Series ii. Vol. xxii., November, 1917. J. A. Crowther.
'The Electronic Theory of Valency and of Chemical Affinity.' A.
Fcdcrlco Gredilla. * L'assimilation est-elle une fotiction purement
chiruique ?' Edouard Claparede. ' La psychologie de 1 intelligence.'
f ^ e object of this article is to describe the method, etc., to be followed
in an empirical study of the processes of intelligence considered synthet-
ically, i.e., in their vital relations, and also to sketch a conception of
intelligence such as is suggested by the data of experience. The act of
intelligence is a speciGc process, entirety distinct, both in its origin and
in its practice, from the act of memory ; it is a process whose function
consists in readjusting action momentarily disadapted and whoae practice
can only be grnsped by observation and experience.] S. Q era ma.
' L'America e l'unita del diritto internazionale.' Sir C. P. Lucas. ' The
British Empire." Book Reviews. [Those books of philosophical and
economic interest are H. J. Ford's The Natural History of the State
(Princeton, 1915), H. W. Conn's Social Heredity and Social Evolution:
The Other Side, of Eugenia (New York, 19U), A. Levi's LafUomfia jvlitiea
di Giuteppe Mazzini (Bologna, 1917), and G. Ainbrosini's Murx, Mu\sini t
rinternazionale nocialista (Campobasso, 1917).] General Review. Aldo
MIell. 'Quelques me'decins et naturalistes italiens de la Renaissance.'
Review of Reviews. French translations of articles in Englixh und
Italian. VoL xxii. December, 1917. Th. Moreux. ' Les progre* de
la CoHunogonie depuis son origine.' Aldo MIell. ' I I periodo atomic©
moderno. Parte II a : Tentativi di solurione del problema.' E. W.
MacBrlde. ' Recapitulation as a Proof of the Inheritance of Acquired
Characters.' Francis M. Burdlck. 'The Effect of the War upon the
Uniformity of Laws of the Entente Powers.' F. J. C. Hearnshaw.
'Analogies et differences entre l.i Revolution russe et la Revolution
fran<;aise.' Book Reviews. [Those books reviewed include many on
sociology, economics, and national questions.] Review of Reviews.
Chronicle. French translations of articles iu Italian and English. Index
to voL xxii.
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